West of the
Prefecture

Yugawara Town
Tourist Attraction No.

361

Kanagawa sightseeing charm cration conference

＜Nature・Sports＞
Be enticed by the aroma of plums in Yugawara

Makuyama Park

Explanation of
Tourist Attraction

You can enjoy flowers in all four seasons at the streams and ponds along the walking paths,
and depending on the time of year you can relax and experience what nature has to offer.
How about watching animals at the streams, seeing seasonal flowers and vegetation, going
bird watching, and enjoying other experiences surrounded by nature itself? From early
February through the middle of March, along the slopes at the base of the hills, red plums and
white plums create a "carpet of plums" as they bloom, filling the park with the aroma of plums.

selling point

This natural park can be enjoyed by everybody from children to adults, as they encounter the glorious
natural splendor along the Niizaki River. At the entrance to the park there is also an obstacle course.

Address
Opening Hours
Availability of Parking
URL

951-1 Kajiya Yugawara-machi Ashigarasimo-gun Kanagawa-ken
Open all year round
70 parking spaces（for a fee during "Ume No Utage festival", Early February to mid March）
http://www.town.yugawara.kanagawa.jp/chousei/facilities-introduction/makuyamakouen/makuyama-park.html

Recommended Season

February, March

Group/Individual Mark

Group

Target Regions

Access
Individual

Europe, North America, Oceania, Asia

18 min route bus ride from Yugawara
Station (JR Tokaido Line) and 3 min walk

Specific Model Route Details
Individual
JR Tokaido Line [Yugawara Station] === Route bus (15
min) === Makuyama Koen Bus Stop … Makuyama Park
(60 min) … Makuyama Koen Bus stop === Route bus
(15 min) === JR Tokaido Line [Yugawara Station]+++
(20 min) +++JR Tokaido Line/ Hakone Tozan Train
[Odawara Station] +++ (15 min) +++ Hakone Tozan
Train [Hakone-Yumoto Station] +++ (40min)
+++Hakone Tozan Train/Hakone Tozan Cable Car [Gora
Station]*** (2 min) *** Hakone Tozan Cable Car
[Koen-simo Station] … Walk (1 min) … Hakone Gora
Park (120 min) … Walk (10 min) …Hakone Tozan Cable
Car [Gora station] === “KANKO SHISETSU-MEGURI” Bus
(20 min) === Little Prince Museum (60 min) === Route
bus (60 min) === JR Tokaido Line [Odawara Station]
Start

Yugawara Station

Goal

Odawara Station

Time Required

7 hours 30 min

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

Mandarin orange-picking in Yugawara
When the mountains are
colored with multicolored
autumn leaves, on the slope by
the sea, golden mandarin
oranges full of sea breeze come
into season. Plenty of sunshine
and the warm climate make
Yugawara's sweet mandarin
oranges.

Yugawara Art Museum
Yugawara Art Museum is
an art museum that
collects pieces related to
Yugawara such as those
of Seiho Takeuchi, Sotaro
Yasui, and Katsumi
Miyake. Reiji Hiramatsu's
public studio opened in
the museum in 2017.
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